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carib, and Tupían languages, yet share the same basic cultural pattern.t Recent

research demonstrates that, while post-contact changes, particularly during the

period from 1700 to 1800, were critical in the genesis of the plural society known

roday (composed of ,{rawak, Tupí-Guaraní, or closely related Tirpían- and carib-

speaking peoples), pluralism has been part and parcel of Xinguano society and

cuhure throughout much of its long history. This culture histor¡ which extends

from before ca. AD 500-800 to present times, is discussed in relation to several

major periods, each ofwhich can be seen as fepresenting different asPects of"ethno-

genesis": (1) the earþ emergence of settled, hierarchical, and regional social forma-

tions and the spread of these cultural features, related specifically to ancestors of
Arawak and relared ethnolinguistic groups, in the lowlands and, particularl¡ south-

ern Amazon periphery; (2) colonization by early Arawak agriculturalists, ca. AD
500 to 800 or before; (3) development of the regional social formation, character-

ized by the integration of small territorial polities within a regional peer-polity, by

ca. 1250; and (4) posr-conract development of the muldlingual Xinguano society

documented ethnographically, particularly after 1650-17 50.

THE ARAWAK DIASPORA

The dispersal of major language families, notably Arawak, Tupí-Guaraní, and Carib,

across tropical lowland South America is a topic that has long interested culture his-

torians. Max Schmidt (1917) was rhe firsr to grapple with the question of Arawak

distributions and their implications, which historical linguistics and archaeology

suggested represented an earþ dispersal of agriculturalists across the lowlands

(Lathrap l97}).lheArawak language famil¡ subdivided into ten major branches,

was rhe most widely distributed language family i n 1492, excending from the north-

ern Caribbean, perhaps as far north as Florida, to the southern Amazon and upper

Paraguay River and from rhe western montaña (eastern Andes) to the mouth of the

Amazon (Aikhenvald 1999).2

Across the Arawak diaspora, certain features are common and suggested to

be characteristic of proto-Arawak peoples: a techno-economic system focused on

roor-crop agriculture and related ceramic artifacts, setded circular plaza village

organization and associate d plaza rirual, hereditary social hierarchies, and integra-

tion wirhin regional societies (Heckenberger 2002,2005; Hill and Santos-Granero

2OOZ).The Arawak and other linguistic diaspora involved more rhan a simple "wave

of advance" across the lowlands-that is to sa¡ site diffusion through expansion

of a single language family-but involved complex petterns of migration, cultural

sharing and trait diffusion, and pluralism. This included the developmenr, in late

prehistoric times if not before, of regional trade languages, such as in the southern

Caribbean and Orinoco (Arawak/Carib), along the Amazon (Kokama and later

Nheengatú), and the muldethnic regional system of the Llanos de Mojos (Renard-
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Casevitz 2002), as well as complex systems of regional sociopolitical interaction,
including elite exchange (Hornborg 2005). In this sense, the choice of the term
"diaspora" ral processes involved, including
the histori interaction, rarher than a simple
dispersal o er bounded, genetically discr.t.
populations.3

The early diaspora (ca.2500-2000 BP) likely involved substantial expansion
of actual Arawak speakers across the lowlands. The besr and earliest case for rhis
expansion of Arawak-speaking groups, with characterisric ceramics (Saladoid/
Barrancoid) and circular plaza communities, is from the Lesser Andlles, based on
earþ dates on the ringvillage site of Tiancs on Monrserrat by ca. 500 BC, as well as

other early examples of circular villages in the Caribbean (petersen 1996). This sire
and others of earþ (cedrosan) saladoid in the southern caribbean suggest an earþ
migration or series of migrations from mainland South America (lower orinoco),
and these people then entered into diverse relations with existing pre-ceramic or
early ceramic populacions and, in some ceses, pluralistic relations with Carib speak-
ers in the sourhern Lesser Antilles (lØilson 2007).

In the Orinoco, evidence of setdement form associared with earliest Saladoid/
Barrancoid peoples is scant, but later groups show the characteristic central plaza
orientation. Notably in the Barinas region â sequence of occupacions from ca. AD
300 to 1200 are assumed ro be ancesrral to historically known Arawak speakers
in the region, specifically Achagua and caquetio (Spencer and Redmon d 1992;
Gassón 2002). In the upper orinoco and Negro fuvers, Arawak speakers were
widely spread if not dominant across the broad northwest Amazon region and were
apparently presenr for several millennia (zucchi 2002). The central Amazon was
also dominared by 'A.rawak speakers historicall¡ with evidence of relared circu-
lar village and Amazonian Barrancoid (Incised-rim) ceramics at the Osvaldo and
Açutuba sites,200 BC or earlier (Neves 2006; Moraes Z00T). Lathrap's (1970)
reconstrucrion of culture history in the upper Amazon represents another case of
early plaza-based se ttlements with ,A.mazonian Barrancoid ceramics, associated wirh
earþ Arawak speakers (the Hupa-iya complex, ca.200 BC), followed by a complex
history of cultural inreraction.

The sourhern Amazon has a well-known cluster of Arawak-speaking peoples,
the sourhern branch of the family. Steward and Faron (1959) called these societies
"theocratic chiefdoms," although, unlike Schmidtt (19r7) idea of an Arawak "high
culture," they attributed highlandJowland diffusion as the major impetus for.ol-
tural development of chiefdoms throughout the lowlands. They compared these
societies, distribured across rhe borderlands between the chaco, central Brazil, and
the southern Amazonian forests, wirh sub-Andean areas in northwesrern Sourh
America and the circum-caribbean area, notably coastal areas from Guyana to
Amapá, occupied by Arawak-speaking Lokono, Palikur, and related peoples and the
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western llanos of Ven ezvela, dominated by Arawak-speaking Caquetio, Achagua,
and related peoples,

THE SOUTHERN AMAZON PERIPHERY

The southern Amazon transirional forest region exrends from the upper Xingú
headwaters in the east to rhe Guaporé in the wesr. k is a complex ecological transi-
tion between the high evergreen forests ofAmazonia and the wooded savannas and
open forests of the central Brazilian highlands (cenado).a The overall topography
can be characterized by pockets offlar, lowlying, and tropical foresæd areas, cor-
responding to the headwater basins of the major rivers (erosional basin formed on
the northern flanks of rhe cenual Brazilian plateau, 300-600 meters above sea level,
which is predominantly cenado, or wooded savanne and scrub forest, vegetation)
historically dominated by Arawak-speaking peoples. These basins are separated by
rolling ropography and more open cenado foresrs in highland interfluves between
the headwater basins, dominared by Tupían- and Gê-speaking and other peoples.

The southern branch of the Arawak family can be subdivided into rwo principal
groups' one composed ofwestern and southern languages, notably includingBauré,
Mojo (Ignaciano and rhinitario), Têrena/Guana, and likely chané and AloLsta,
and the Paresí-Xingú subgroup, composed of Paresí/Arití, salumá/Enawenê-
nawê, Saraveka, and upper Xingú languages (rüØaurá/Mehináku and yawalapiti)
(Aikhenvald 1999). t,l','e historical relationships among these languages are nor
well underscood, although preliminary studies suggesr significanr divergence and,
hence, long-term separarion, pardcularly between the rwo groups (payne r99l).
The Paresí-Xingú subgroup, the focus here, clearly reflects a closely related group of
societies, borh linguistically and culturally.

Features such as settled agricultural and fishing economies, plaza village orga-
nization, and ritual complex, among other things, are shared wirh other groups in
the broad region but are notable as typical of all Arawak groups. This distribution
must be considered against the backdrop of European colonialism, decimating
many societies and obscuring patterns relative to earlier periods, which includes dif-
ferent strategies and histories relating to Spanish and Portuguese colonial interesrs,
as well as rhe history of independent narion-srares in more recenr cimes, notably
the recognition and prorection of indigenous groups in the sourhern Amazon from
the 1920s to 1960s. Nonerheless, the distribution ofArawak-speakingpeoples and
headwater basins is fairly clear, notably in the Xingú (Xinguano), r"p";or (paresí
and Salumá/Enawenê-nawê), middle Guaporé (Saraveka, pauneca, Bauré), as well
as upper Paraguay (Terena/Guana), associated with rhe critical importance of their
agricultural and fishing economies.

In the southern Amazon in Brazil, four primary groups can be noted: the
Arawak, carib, macro-Tupí, and Macro-Gê. of particular inreresr here are the
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related groups historically glossed as paresí (e.g., paresí/Arití, sarumá/Enawenê-
nawê, and Saraveka) and upper Xingú
so-called Paresí subgroup of southern
many respecrs rhat Schmidt (tltZ) re
Pires de Campos (lg62) had referred to
conrinuous disribudon in lowlying ri
upper Paraguay and easrern Bolivian lo

various authors have noted the similarity of curural features among diverse
groups across rhis broad. region as reflecting a common history (Schmidr r914,
1917; Mérrarx 1942; oberg 1949,1953; D1n.u*.r 1966; oriveira r96g). In the
southern Amazon, the best evidence for rhis is ethnologic"L ;.;;; jf ,h"r.d .ul_tural elements, but archaeology in these areas 

"lro 
,..,r."'Í, common fearures. Eachof these areas is culturally divãrse, but Arawak groups show norable simirarities interms of subsistence and technolog¡ social organization,

form, and ritual. The sourhern ArawãL and r.htù groups ar
ofhow relaæd groups expand into areas with selecJecoLgic
bottomlands) and diverç over time as they orient themsllves to disrinctive social,
ecological, and historical conditions (He.kenb.rge r 1996, zoo,i, zoos¡. rno,
characteristics are shared with other languages in the southern Amazon but are far
more variable.5

historic accounrs (1600_17 50) describe
, the paresí, of the Täpajós River headwa_

ffiï:Täiå'r'J.ï:'ï.."Ë:j; jJ;
animal prorein. orparticular interesr," *l'.":Ji'r:i-i,11üiï:::T;;î:'i"""t

ally in the Bauré region of

men. 
tY accompanied by sacred

crop among Xinguano and Enawenê_
ter known because of its isolation from
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kets and silos within houses (Schmi &.1917; Dole 1978). The Enawenê-nawê use an

hourglass-shaped wooden manioc grater with palm-fiber teeth Yery sirnilar in form

and construcrion to those ofXinguanos. The twined hammock.s made on frames of
the Paresí and Xinguanos are likewise almost identical. Notabl¡ basic features of
basketry and cordage spin/twist show clear correlations to language group, which is

important since these features (especially cordage spin/twist) relate to basic motor

habits rarher than material practices that are discussed by craftspersons (Petersen,

Heckenberger, and \Øolford 200 1 ).6

Equally telling as general subsistence, as settled agricultural fisherpeoples,

setdement patterns are also widely shared across the southern peripher¡ notably

circular plaza villages with central ceremonial structures documented ethnohistori-

cally for the Moxos and Bauré (Block 1994) and Paresí (Campos 1862), and eth-

nographically among the Enawêne-nawê and Xinguanos. This appears to be a fea-

ture of earþ Arawak proto-culture, as known from earliest plaza villages associated

with Saladoid in the Caribbean (Tiants) and Amazonian Barrancoid in the central

Amazon (Osvaldo) and upper Amazon (Hupa-iya), loo-zOO BC. Associated with
the central pl aza organízarion, these groups share a plaza ritual complex, referred to

by Steward and Faron (1959) as a "temple-idol-priest" complex characteristic of the
"rheocratic chieftloms" of the southern Amazon region.

The central ceremonial structure ("temple") is another feature that links these

groups. While a central stnrcture or "men's house" is common among other circu-

lar plaza groups in the southern Ämazon peripher¡ the nature of the house, as a

repository for masks/flutes ("idols"), is more exclusive to Arawak groups, which
is the basis for exclusion of women, who are not permitted to see certain flutes.

The ball game is a commonly shared feature of the Arawak groups, but not widely

shared among other circular plaza communities in the southern Amazon. Roads

and integration of networks of communities are known archaeologically among

Bauré and Xinguano ancestors and ethnohistorically among the Paresí (tZZOs). The

Arawak societies, in general, show clear hereditary rank distinctions between chiefs

or nobles ("priests") and commoners, with achieved prominence based on war-

fare, shamanism, and ritual specialization, and a subaltern or eyen incipient 'tlave"

class, often composed of foreigners. Persons of chiefly rank are marked with special

houses; body adornments, including the yellow feathered sun diadems made with
harpy eagle feathers, shell and stone valuables, special wooden objects, and other

things, as well as bodily dispositions in ritual and domestic spaces.

Pires de Campost (1862:443-444) description of the "kingdom of the Paresí"

in the 1720s is particularþ revealing:

These people exist in such vast quantit¡ thac it is not possible to count their
sectlements or villages, many times in one dayt march one passes ten o¡ twelve

villages, and in each one there are ten to thirty houses, and in these houses

Deep History, Cuhural ldentities, and Ethnogenesis in the Soutbern,4mazon

Linguistic data suggest a fairly ancient split between easrern and wesrern

DEEP HISTORY tN THE UppER XtNGú, CA. AD 8oo TO 165o

ritory of the Kuikuro
(see Heckenberger 20
lages form part ofthe
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(three Arawak-, four carib-, and r"vo Tïrpí-speaking groups), living in fourteen vil-

lages of almost 2,500 people, within the Parque Indígena do Xingú (PIX). Based on

these studies, the cultural sequence can be broken into four distinctive periods, rep-

resenring an evolving regional cultural tradition: (1) early occuPations by Arawak

agriculturalists, who colonized the region from the \Mest (likely the broad Paresí

area) by ca. AD 500-800 or before; (2) a"galacticperiod," from ca. 1250 to 1650

or soon thereafter, marked by networked clusters ofvillages and towns, rePresenting

small territorial polities;7 (3) a proto-historical period, dominated by adaptation to

rhe indirect and direct effects of\Øestern expansion, from ca. 1650 to 1884, and

the developmenr of the pluriJingual Xinguano society; and (4) the ethnographic

period, from 1884.

The formation of the plural Xinguano society has interested ethnologists since

Karl von den Sreinen's expeditions in the 1880s, but there is general agreement

from archaeolog¡ ethnohistory, and oral history that progenitors ofthe regional

culture were Arawak (see Heckenberger 2005:152-162; Fausto, Franchetto, and

Heckenberger 2008), including, as noted above, the marked similarities with Paresí

and related groups. It is unclear when exacdy early ancestors of the Xinguano

cultural tradition colonized the region, although radiocarbon dates from intact

occuparional deposits document that by AD 500-800, earþ plaza settlements had

been established in the study area, near the eastern boundary of the tradition,s

It is unclear whether these colonizing populations entered the area when Carib

populations were already present or whether the Carib entered the area after the

,A.rawak groups, but by,A.D 1500 both were Present in the upper Xingú basin and

enmeshed in an integrated cultural system into which later Tupían immigrants

were integrated.
In the study area, these earlier occupations underlie major earthworks con-

structed ca. 1200 to 1300. This represents a major reconstitution of the overall

regional setdement system, including earlier earthworks, whereby s€ttlements were

formally linked into galactic patterns of nodes and roads across the area through dle

consrruction andlor elaboration of linear village earthworks. The galactic period is

characterized by integration ofregional social clusters into small polities, organized

and planned within small, well-defined terrirories and within a regional peer-polity

that encompasses rhe majoriry of the forested upper Xingú basin. The regional soci-

ery was minimally spread over an area of 20,000 km' in late prehistory based on

known archaeological distributions.
Twenty-four residential sites have been identified in the Kuikuro territory.

Most or all of these were occupied and interconnected in late prehistoric times

(AD 1250-1650) and were organized into tv/o integrated and ranked clusters of
multiple (eight to twelve) sertl€ments. The establishment of discrete regional poli-

ties in a late prehistoric peer-polity system marked another era of ethnogenesis, as

formerly more auronomous groups became integrated in territorial polities. The
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actual planning that went into these regional consrrucrions is well-known from the
Xingú. There are large walled towns, 15-50 ha, small non-walled villages (less than
15 ha), as well as short-term hamlets. In galactic clusrers, both internal and external
relations were hierarchical, Internally, the plaza ritual complex is a nested hierar-
chy ofplazas and, by exrension, the living descendants ofelite ancesrors. In other
words, the ancesrors buried at small (non-walled) communiries were encompassed
by medium and large communities, and all were subordinare ro the ritual pãliti.al
centers of each cluster, the "theater capitals" of these small poliries.

In prehistoric rimes, 'þoliry" rather than "society" may be the appropriate
term, since it was not a confederation of peer villages but instead a confederation
of peer clusters. Roads and sertlemenr nodes, marked by large ceremonial plazas
surrounded by residential areas, are archaeologically visible as linear earrhworks in
the form of curbs and ditches. settlemenr hierarchies were defined by an exemplary
center and four major satellites and smaller peripheral plaza settlements and ham-
lets within territories of approximately 250 km2 or more. My educated guess is that
clusters ranged from under 1,000 to over 2,500 persons. There were at least fifteen,
and likely more, over the territory of che Xinguano narion in 1492.

The domesricated landscapes of rhe upper Xingú basin provide a particularþ
striking example of the self-organized built environmenrs of the sourhern border-
lands. Descendant Xinguano populations, well described since the 1880s, conrinue
to practice basic cultural patrerns documented from prehistoric times, notably in
terms of techno-economy, house and village spatial organization, and general settle-
ment locations (Heckenberger2005;Fausto, Franchetto, and Heckenberger 200g).
The galactic clusrers apparently conrinued well after initial European contacr in
South America, but archaeological evidence from Nokugu and oral history suggesr
that significant change occurred between ca. 1600 and 1700, which sugges,, 

"b"n-donment of major earrhworks or settlemenrs at about rhis time. of 
"ãi., 

pires de
campost description of Paresí settl€ment parrerns in the 1720s does not mention
palisade walls and indicates settlements much smaller than those associated with
late prehistoric (galacdc period) serdemenrs in the Xingú. In fact, it would make
sense as a description of decliningpopulations berween galactic period polities and
the heavily depopulated sertlement parrerns described in the upper Xìngú in the
late 1800s.

In late prehistoric times, several sites at the eastern boundaries of the two galac,
tic clusters date to the 1500s and 1600s and relare to the carib-speakinggroups
who occupied the area in historical times, as described in oral history from rhe dis-
tant pasr (Franchetro 1992; Basso 1995). Vhat is unclear is whether these carib
groups were rhe autochthones of the Xingú basin, at least in rhe easrern areas, when
the Arawak-speaking groups colonize d the core area of the basin, or whether they
moved inro the area afterward. In other words, Arawak/carib pluralism -"y *.il
have been characteristic of the late pre-columbian peer poliiy, with individual
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early Xinguano dePosits.

CONSTRUCTING PLURALISM

Early proto-historic (1650 -1750) occuPations are only vaguely remembered in

o."lir*di,iorrs, which describe walled comn unities, but do not situate galactic clus-

,.r, o, ah. major walled towns in local histories, excePt as very ancient settlements

viewed, as components of "dawn time" villages, before or at about the same time

as human gronpr, including Xinguano peoples' were born' Oral uadition recounts

several -"þ, ùbg.oopr' ú.hit,íko,'Vaurá, and Carib groups (four primary dia-

lects), refeiring tJth.-".rtochthonous headrvater grouPs' and the Yawalapiti' who

,.prár..,. " 
,,J.th.rn complex that moved from their ::i i"| homeland in the

upper Xingú River proper. Later immigrant Sroups' notably Tupían peoples (ances-

,ä ,o f"ri"yurá and Auetí), arrived befo ,r 175O.Post-Columbian changes, includ-

l.rg a.pop*tátion and reduced territory due to driven

Uy",t. ."p""aing colonial frontier beginningi 1700s'

iirrgo..rà p.opl"., became ,,,or. .ot"tt't'"ttd , , 
basin'

;;d", f.å^ in. confluence of the Xingú tuver and just south to the southern

boundaries of rhe PIX, which represent, ã robrt"rrtial reduction of occupied areas

ro rhe norrh (below th. .onflo..r.e, formerþ occupied by ancestors of Yawalapiti)

and south among carib-speaking Xinguanos, as well as western areas.

Regional .tñ.rohirtoiy shows diverse migrations and episodes of ethnogenesis

as new i.oop, entered rhe tasin in nse to'Western frontier expansion over five

centuries, which helped fill the gaP

less

).P
afte

were abandoned. It is an exemplary case of what a large, seffled pre-Columbian

foii,y toot , like after fir'. ..r,.ori., of decline, but remarkably many basic cultural

i".,.'.r* have been resilient through the time, such as the circular plaza village form

and general landscape orientations'

în regional sysrcms, the upper Xingú was an enclave' which' although subject to

several ,ít\ boo|rirorir r*pri,,ions ii the eighteenth century (Franchetto 1992)'

remained isolated from colonial activities. In part, this was due to the presence of

fairly bellicose peoples surrounding the basin, including Gê-speaking grouPs to
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the east and south and northern Tupí-Guaraní groups. This notably included the

southern Kayapó and Xavante on the margins of the Brazilian certado, the route

of primary access by bandehas. Not surprisingly, the area was a refuge for diverse

populations during the period from 1700 to 1900.

Arawak populations descended from the galactic clusters retained essen-

tial characteristics of Xinguano culture, including settled agricultural lifeways,

tshing, plaza ritual complex, and regional social organizatioî, which newcomer

groups adopted as they became integrated in the regional society. Proto-historic
(ca. 1650-1884) occupations are poorlyknown but can be considered transitional

between the well-established galactic clusters and the reconstituted Xinguano soci-

ety known from 1884 onward, which had lost the tightly integrated and highly
planned aspects of earlier regional clusters and entered a period of major depopula-

tion, ge ographic compression, and ethnogenesis. In early late Xinguano times, coin-

cident with the historical period, the movements of people into the Xingú are well-

known, including Tupían groups, most notably the Kamayurá, Auetí, and others, as

well as Carib-speaking (non-Xinguano) Bakairí (early 1800s), Suyá (mid-1800s),

Tiumai (mid-late 1800s), and other, later groups.

Roughly 250-300 years seems to be the historical "cutoff" for full integra-

tion into the regional societ¡ which relates to sponsoring chiefly mortuary feasts

and maintaining certain cultural values, bodily dispositions and treatment, and

technologies (such as flutes and masks) (see Basso 1995, this volume). The criti-
cal component of Xinguano identity is adherence to the plaza ritual complex and

associated political economy, but basic subsistence patterns (fishing, manioc, and

pequi), domestic architeccure and social organization, and general animistic beliefs

are also important elemencs of regional cultural identity. Intergroup interaction is

choreographed against the built environment of major ritual, including ritual par-

ticipation in other political groups, as well as distinctions of minor ritual within
individual communiries.

Toda¡ daughter communities, which have split over the past decade or so as

regional population has rebounded, celebrate the primary mortuary feasts (kaarup)

in parent communities, but over time these often develop, or at least can develop,

into independent rirual enriries. However, chiefly discourses, including chiefs' lists

and shared names and places that bridge to present communities, referring to loca-

tions occupied no later than the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, express con-

tinuity between the galactic clusters and groups of people present in the historic
period Xingú. Population compression continued through the mid-twentieth cen-

tury, but more recent subgroups, which moved into the area after 1800, later moved

out of the area (Bakairí, Tiumai, Suyá, among others).

Hoscilicies between established and newcomer groups were not uncommon, as

described in oralhistories (e.g., Basso 1995), but ultimatelyaccommodation ofdiverse

groups was achieved, supporting Schmidt's observations regarding acculturation of
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foreign groups by Arawak groups generally' In the upper Xingú case, in contrast

to Schmidtt general model of cultural conquest, it was cultural choice rather than

conquest or incorporation of captives that lay at the root of cultural pluralism. In

the southern Amazon, the relationship between Arawak and other groups is com-

plex and ancient but appears, at least in the case of the Bakairí and upper Xingú

Carib, to have been one of symbiosis rather than acculturation until after 1492 in

most cases.

In rhe regional system, this was characterized by the centripetal force created by

large-scale depopulation in the Xingú and the centrifugal force created by colonial

centers, pushingindigenous groups into isolated refuge areas. This resulted in greater

social and cultural sharing and, ultimatel¡ incorporation in the regional cultural

sysrem, which was further impelled by popularion loss in individual villages. Three

conditions prevailed throughout the colonialperiod: (1) the dominant "Xinguano"

cuhural pattern established during the preceding prehistoric period; (2) the pres-

ence of foreign, "wild tndian" (non-Xinguano) groups, geographically and socially

peripheral to the Xinguano groups, perched at the margins of the basin; and (3)

territorial compression across the region and depopulation in the Xingú' Progres-
sively drawing groups into the existingXinguano society (these groups include the

pre-1500 incorporation of the ancestors of Xinguano Carib-speaking groups and

the post-1700 incorporarion of Kamayurá and Auetí and the partial incorporation

of Tiumai, Bakairí, Suyá, Yaruma, and other groups).

Incorporation of outsiders into the Xinguano system involved more than

acceptance ofoutsider groups as social kin or afÊnes through social interaction, or

as a subaltern class of persons, as suggested by Schmidt (1917).In the upper Xingú,

immigrant groups retained their cultural identities as distinctive language grouPs'

which is the primary distinguishing characteristic of Xinguano subgroups today,

Newcomers became Xinguano but also had to be accepted as "us" by Xinguano

communities. Sustained interaction, exchange, intermarriage, and visitation Pro-
vide entrée into the regional system, but what disdnguishes Xinguanos from non-.

Xinguanos is not the degree of exchange but the degree to which groups share

underþing systems of meanings, values, and practices (such as nonaggression, gen-

erosity, diet of 6sh and manioc, fixed circular plaza villages, and associated plaza

rituals, among other things).
In fact, precisely because Xinguano society is necessarily regional in nature,

this meant that established communities suffering from severe depopulation may

have been especially willing to assimilate newcomers. The centrifugal forces cre-

ated by Luso-Brazilian colonialism, including the demographic vacuum created by

catastrophic depopulation, combined with the centripetal acculturative forces of
Xinguano society-a force that Max Schmidt long ago noted was common among

Arawakan-speaking peoples-created conditions for the ethnogenesis of the pluri-

ethnic pattern documented ethnographically in the upper Xingú.

Deep History, Cultural ldentities, and Etbnogenesis in the Soatltern Amazon

DtscussroN
The upper Xingú provides unique insights into ethnicity in Amazonia, both past
and present. It bespeaks rhat different approaches to deep history and the inrer-
section ofarchaeological, linguistic, and ethnological datasets reveal different pat-
terns, or identities, relative ro different temporal and spatial scales. It also shows the
interplay of phylogenetic and reticulate phenomena. Rather than a simple either/
or contrast between en essentialist and anti-essentialist or consrrucrivist view, the
present case suggests long-term idendties and essential differences at varied scales

of analysis. In other words, rather than one essenrialisr perspecrive, different rypes
of essentialism are deployed relative to different sparial and temporal scales, such
that Amazonian peoples, language groups, culture areas or smaller regions, com-
munities, and persons are seen to share cerrain basic features. To this we might add
the application of analogies from the present, which are seen ro apply, based on
historical or uniformirarian principles, ro rhe past, which is indeed anorher form
of essentialism. The task, therefore, is nor to determine wherher one or anorher
perspectiv€ is essentialist, usually for the purpose of general critique rather than
a nuanced engagement with specific contextualized cases, but instead to see how
commonalities and essential differences are apparent at one scale or another, how
these perspectives relate to one another, and how rhese, in turn, reflecr views on
multiscalar and dimensional sociohistorical enriries or identities.

At the broadest level of absuaction, Amazonia as a distinctive cuhure area is

often characterized in terms of an essendal difference berween Amazonian and
Andean peoples or perspectives or, more generally, according ro the classic disdnc-
tion between "cold" and "hot," "primitive" and historical societies. Thus, basic pat-
terns and properries from one region or time period are applied to orhers, within
the broadly defined context of "tropical forest culture." These differences represenr

cultural and sociohistorical outcomes and alternatives, rather than strict ecologi-
cal or evolutionary imperatives, but obviously gloss over subsrantial variation at
smaller scales of analysis, which can in discrete subregions be viewed as essential
differences along diverse ecological, social, political, and symbolic dimensions, the
most norable ofwhich is the dichotomy between floodplains and uplands. It should
be noted that such dif[erences can be recognized within smaller regions and social
formations, and indeed, som€ aspecrs of these differences can be linked to distinc-
tive strategies of communities and persons.

NØithin Amazoniawe can note a difitrence between setded and regional social
formations, some of which were organized in hierarchical political organizations,
and more mobile, egalitarian or hererarchical, and auronomous social formations.
To some degree this difference between seftled riverine agriculturalists and upland
societies correlates crudely with essential differences between different sociohisrori-
cal macro-groups, that is, language groups and culture areas. The basic premise is
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that early proto-Arawak and proto-Tupí-Guaraní (and likely proto-Carib) repre-

senr disrinctive cultural systems-a difference between setded agriculturalists ori-

ented to rivers, associaced with the former, and the more mobile, less focused on

agriculture and fishing, and upland in orientation, related to the latter. These groups

began spreading sometime in the third millennium before present and expanded

rapidly across the lowlands. The Arawak diaspora, in particular, may have reached

ics near-maximal extent already by 2000 BP, during and particularly after which cul-

tural groups in discrete regions developed into plural and sometimes multilingual

sysrems, as characterized many areas in historic cimes. This dichotomy obviously

glosses over subsranrial variation and the unique social and ecological conditions

of individual regions.

In the southern Amazon peripher¡ this pattern of secled riverine Arawak

in headwater basins, one ofthe last prongs ofthe diaspora, surrounded by upland

macro-Tupí and Macro-Gê peoples, is particularly clear. In this sense, the history of
the Xingú extends deep into the roots of Amazonian prehistory, tied to large-scale

historical enriries and processes associated with the lowlands' major linguistic dias-

pora and essential cultural differences between them, including regimes of dwelling,

socialit¡ and worldviews. Paresí and Xinguano Arawak and closely related popu-

lations of the southern Amazonian periphery settled the riverine bottomlands of
the Xingú and Tapajós headwater basins, in the lowJying Paresí plateau, as well as

those of the upper Paraguay (Têrena/Guana) and Llanos de Mojos (Bauré, Mojos,

Chané). Diverse processes were involved, but the cohesion of Arawak speakers in
this area suggests actual population movements and development of regional lan-

guage clusters, glossed as the Paresí and Xinguano nations. These groups entered

into diverse social relations with surrounding groups and witnessed substantial

internal transformation, such as the rise of the late prehistoric peer polities of the

upper Xingú.
This can be characterized as an essential difference between Xinguano peoples

as a group and outsiders, but also between setded territorial, hierarchical polities .

in late prehistoric to early proto-historic times and more mobile upland groups. In
the Xingú itselfi the essential difference is between aboriginal Xinguano peoples,

who in prehistory eppear to have been a relatively homogenous Arawak group but
with relations to peripheral groups, notably Carib speakers (upper Xingú Carib,

Bakairí), and diverse later (post-1700s) others. A similar pattern can be noted

among the Paresí, who formed an internally diverse but linguistically coherent group

ofArawak speakers, with diverse relations with groups on the peripheries (Bakairí,

Umotina, Bororo, Erikpatsa, Nambiquara, among others). The upper Xingú, in
parricular, provides one ofthe clearest historical cases ofethnogenesis, highllght-
ing the fact thar identity is not fixed but constructed through social interaction.

\Øhat is perhaps even more remarkable, howeve! is that duringvarious episodes of
"ethnogenesisl' including earþ colonization and cultural mixing, late prehistoric '

Deep History, Cultural ldentities, and Ethnogenesis in the SouTbern Arnazon

pe er-polity formation, and posr-contact cuftural amalgamation and pluralism, basic
elements of the Xinguano cultural parrern have persisred for over a millennium in
the area, some of which preserve traces of patterns broadly shared across the south-
ern periphery and Arawak diaspora.

NOTES

1. In contemporary Xinguano sociec¡ major subdivisions are based on linguistic dis-
tinctiveness, including language family (Arawak, Carib, Tupí-Guaraní) and dialect differ-
ences within languages, with each major dialect group forming a politically auronomous
or "peer" community within the b¡oader Xinguano sociecy. Seve¡al dialect groups are

composed of two or more villages, such as the Kuikuro (upper Xingú Carib), with whom
che author has lived for over rwo years ove¡ the period 1992-2007, although there is one
politically dominanc community. Of particular noce , linguistic distincriveness is the primary
means of differentiating subgroups, although ove¡ rime chere has been a "creolizacion" of
cultural practices (see Basso, this volume)

2. Here I follow the suggestion of an Arawak language family with uncertain supra-fam-
ily affiliations (Aikhenvald 1999) rather than the idea of an Arawak rrunk or srock, broken
into Arawakan and Maipuran families. Arawak in this sense corresponds to the Maipuran
family (Payne 1991), and Aruán, Guahibo, and other languages are not grouped with
Arawak/Maipuran into a supra-family group. Proto-Arawak here refers to early members
of the Arawak language family. The origin region of proco-Arawak is noc well established,
although three primary areas have been suggested: the southwescern A.mazon, the wesrern
Amazon, and the northwest Amazon.

3. The use of the term "diaspora" diverges from widespread use of the term, ultimately
derived from Greek for dispersion, such as Cliffordt (1994) deÊnition as "expatriare minor-
ity communities." It follows usage in other world contexts for the early dispersions of lin-
guistically related groups, such as Austronesian and Banru languages in tropical regions
(e.g., Simanjuntek, Pojoh, and Hisyan 2006). h is important to emphasize that the idea of
an A.rawak dispersal or "diaspora," as I have proposed it, does not envision ethnolinguiscic
g¡oups es bounded, genetically distinct populations or thac migrarion was the only factor
involved in the widespread sharing of cultu¡al patrerns, including words and gesrures, or
technologies of the bod¡ although diverse aspects of migration were critical, particularly in
early diaspora times, roughly 2500-2000 BP (Heckenberger 1996,2002,2005:48-49).

4. The Pantanal, Llanos de Mojos, and Chaco are low-þing seasonally inundated
wooded savanna in wescern and southwestern portions of che region.

5. Notabl¡ the macro-Tupí and Macro-Gê groups that most obviously share these

cultural features are precisely those that live in areas adjacent to the Arawak speakers, such
as Mundurucú, Tapirapé, Kayapó, Karajá, and Bororo, which may represenr rrait diffusion
from Arawak g¡oups !o these othe¡s through diverse processes ofcultural inre¡action.

6. Cordage spin/twist is divided into S-spin/twist, or slanted down ro che right, which
is typical of Arawak-speaking peoples, rnd,Z-spin/twisr, or slanted down to rhe left, which
is common among Tirpí-, Carib-, and Gê-speaking peoples (Pecersen, Heckenberge¡ and
\Øolford 2001).
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7. A.s described in more decail elsewhere (Heckenberger 2005; Heckenberger ec al'

2008), galactic cluscers refer to integrated regional networks of settlements that "orbic"

around an exemplary plaza sectlement, four major nodes (30-50 ha) positioned roughly

equidistanc co the norrh-south and east-west ofthe exemplary center, which de6nes the core

area of a rerritorial polity with peripheries defined by smaller plaza settlements (less than 10

h").
8. Several radioca¡bon dates from disturbed contexts suggest even earlier occupations,

but the cultural afiliation of these is unknown,
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Deep Time, Big Space: An Archaeologist Skirts the Topic at Hand

Warren DeBoer

Polarities are falsehoods rhat focus debate. At rhe risk of losingfocus, this chap-
ter scouts a middle ground between so-called primordialist and instrumentalist
views of ethnic groups. The primordialist argues for deep-seated condnuity of the

and fleeting character ofethnic identities as they are asserred, resisted, or otherwise
strategica\ reworked by social agenrs. Running against primordial fixity and the
shackling burden of history, the instrumentali$ paruy probably would win in an
election and would certainly carry rhe vote of the American academy. The actual
world of ethnic phenomena ranges between these opposing caricatures.

Dealing with archaeology ought to
play a role in rhis culture. Certainly the
archaeologist is ac continuity that makes
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